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Abstract—Information technology (IT) forms a crucial foundation for
designing, building and managing future sustainable cities. This paper
proposes a model to innovate the engineering and computing
curriculum to include sustainability and IT topics in order to develop
the skills and competencies that future professionals will need to
design, build and manage future cities. Rather than developing a new
program, we propose a curriculum model – called SustainIT adapted from the successful 2006 US NAE Gordon Prize engineering
curriculum innovation, The Learning Factory - as a possible roadmap
to reform and complement existing Bachelors of Science (BS) degrees
in engineering. By providing a series of guided electives, any
engineering program may offer engineering, and/or computer science
students the opportunity to learn about and become specialized in IT
for Sustainability. Multidisciplinary topics include traditional
ecological engineering; life-cycle design; design and application of
resource microgrids; pervasive sensing and data aggregation;
knowledge discovery, data mining and visualization; and, policy based
control and operation for resource provisioning.
Keywords - curriculum innovation, engineering education, BS,
sustainability, information technology (IT), future cities.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
Environmental sustainability is top-of-mind for many
university faculty and administrators today, as well as for
countries, industry and citizens. Growing concern, both in the
developed and developing world, regarding the impact of resource
consumption challenges stems from various drivers. The world’s
population is expected to reach 9 billion by 2050 [1]. How do we
deal with the increasing strain that the economic growth is placing
on our dwindling natural resources? Can we expect to meet the
needs of society by solely relying on replicating and extending the
existing physical infrastructure to cope with economic and
population growth? Indeed, anecdotal evidence of the strain that
society is placing on the supply side—the resources used for goods
and services—is apparent: rising prices for critical materials, such
as copper and steel; the dramatic reduction in petroleum output
around the world; and limitations in city scale waste disposal.
Increasing costs for basic resources required for population growth
and social services will have a negative impact on economic
growth in many geographies. Furthermore, externalities such as
environmental pollution, natural disasters and military conflicts are
increasingly becoming a burden to society. As many of the costs
for environmental externalities are being imposed, consumers and
producers are being forced to internalize and allocate the
environmental costs associated with their consumption and
production. We cannot expect to meet the future needs of society

simply by extending existing infrastructures or conducting business
as usual with a reactive stance towards environmental concerns.
Finally, extensive literature around the world cites the constant
need of renovating existing engineering curricula to better respond
to stakeholder needs. We still have learning systems that were
developed in the 18th century with little change in content and
student learning experiences.

B. Urban Transformation and Sustainable Cities
The concept of “cities of the future” sparks the human
imagination. From Orbit City and aerocars in the Jetsons cartoons
to fantastical real-world constructions in modern Dubai, our vision
for urban architecture and infrastructure has driven amazing
innovation. But while our imagination is abundant, the earth’s
energy and physical resources are not. As a result, we may no
longer simply ask, “is it faster, more capable, more powerful?” but
rather, we must consider the global environmental challenge and
ask, “is it part of the problem…or part of the solution?”
Our very definition of breakthrough innovation for future cities
must evolve [2]:

to apply the experiences of our ancestors, who in the days
before mechanized mass transportation, built cities that
utilized local resources (the supply side) to meet the demands
of their inhabitants;

to gather lessons from ancient cities to assimilate traditional
engineering knowledge;

to apply fundamentals of social and physical sciences; and

to examine the role of information technology, using
ubiquitous connectivity for the collection of data, data
mining, and its analysis for effective and efficient decision
making.
Planning of future cities will require the integration of the IT
ecosystem into the fabric of a city’s infrastructure to enable
necessary societal and business activities to take place without
unduly taxing the supply side and the environment. Consider, for
example, the supply side physical infrastructure made up of roads
and vehicles. We cannot expect to meet the needs of the society
(the demand) by solely relying on extending the physical
infrastructure to cope with population growth. Thus, as populations
increase and resources dwindle, how will we design and build fully
sustainable cities of the future? We must apply tools and
methodologies that enable systemic analysis, design, and
management based on integrated management of supply and
demand [2]. Section II. B discusses a possible framework to
address these challenges.

II. RO
OLE OF IT IN SUSTAINABLE
S
CITIES
According to
t
Infolific (w
www.infolific.co
om) informatio
on
teechnology in thee broadest sensee “refers to both the hardware an
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ssoftware that are
a
used to store,
s
retrieve, and manipulaate
innformation.” Mo
oreover, we are experiencing a fundamental sh
hift
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from focus on the
t “technology”” to the “inform
mation.” The neew
vvalue chain in hu
uman informatio
on spans from seensing – physicaal,
ppersonal, and soccial – to storage, to analysis, to visualization; to th
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aability to securelly access and sh
hare information
n and insights. We
W
bbelieve that info
ormation techno
ology can transfform future citiies
aalong the followiing two axes:




IT Servicess: Driving the neext generation of
o IT services will
w
be the milliions of citizens who will avail themselves of IT
I
services to address their fundamental
f
neeeds and improv
ve
their quality
y of life. We hav
ve the opportunitty to transform th
he
world by deconstructing
d
conventional su
upply-chains an
nd
replacing them with sustainable
s
IT services. Th
his
transformatiion can be deliv
vered by an ecosy
ystem made up of
trillions off sensors, billio
ons of handhellds and printerrs,
millions off systems, thoussands of data centers and priint
factories [18
8], [19], [20].
Management of Resourcees: With data ceenters at the hu
ub,
and pervasiive connectivity
y, the IT ecosy
ystem can enab
ble
integrated supply-demand
s
management
m
of critical resourcces
such as pow
wer, water, wastee, etc.

Interestingly,, the IT-led tran
nsformation noteed above can on
nly
ooccur if IT itself is sustainable. As
A an example, ass energy drives th
he
tootal cost of own
nership of a dataa center, there iss a need for a neew
pparadigm in design and manaagement of the data center th
hat
m
minimizes energy
y used across its lifetime – from “cradle to cradlee”.
T
The need for a “least lifetimee energy data center”
c
is furth
her
ccompounded as a result of the prrojected increasee in cost of energ
gy
[3] and imposittion of regulatiions that addreess environmenttal
eexternalities. An
n architecture fo
or a sustainablee data center th
hat
ddelivers on totall cost of ownersship goals and has
h the long-terrm
vview of addressin
ng the environm
mental externalitiies such as carbo
on
ddioxide emission
ns is needed. Ind
deed, the authorrs contend [2] th
hat
ccontrary to the offt held view of su
ustainability as “paying
“
more to be
b
ggreen”, sustainab
ble data centers – built on a frameework that focusses
oon supply and demand
d
manageement - are the lowest cost daata
ccenters.

Figuree 1. Architecturee of Sustainablee Data Centers
As shown in Figu
ure 1, at HP Laabs we have ideentified five
princip al areas for inteegrated design annd managementt to enable a
sustainaable data center [18]. Each of thhe five subject arreas span the
three pprimary infrastrructure componnents found in data center
designss: IT infrastruucture (includinng compute, sstorage and
networkking), power ddelivery infrasttructure (includding backup
power ggeneration and sstorage, transform
mers, UPS etc.) and cooling
infrastrructure which is responsible for rremoving the heeat generated
by the IT and Power iinfrastructures annd conditioning the thermal
environnment for reliabble operation. R
Recently, we’ve shown how
this arcchitecture can bbe used to desiggn and operate data centers
using rrenewable resouurces in a mannner that consum
mes no net
energy from the publlic utility grid [19],[20]. Succh “net-zero
energy”” data centers reepresent the futurre of sustainablee computing.
Given tthe diverse expeertise required for designing and operating of
each innfrastructure elem
ment in Fig. 1, m
multi-disciplinarry teams are
requiredd for research, ddesign and operaation of such faciilities. In the
sectionns below, we firsst elaborate on thhe content of thee curriculum
(the fivve principal subbject areas), thenn on the skills engineering
studentts should possesss, to finally propose a learning m
model.


A
A. HP Labs Ressearch on Sustainable Data Centters
Recent studiies indicate datta center and associated
a
faciliity
eenergy use curreently account fo
or approximately
y 1.3% of glob
bal
eenergy consumpttion. In the US alone, this sharre of consumptio
on
inncreases to apprroximately 2% [17] The massivee-scale, intelligeent
innfrastructure req
quired to power modern businesss can and shou
uld
bbe sustainable. A sustainable daata center is onee in which end-ttoeend resource consumption, from material extraction an
nd
m
manufacturing, to
o operation and end of life, is minimized.
m
Sin
nce
ddata centers prov
vide useful servicces, a sustainable data center mu
ust
aalso satisfy the performance req
quirements - kn
nown generally as
S
Service Level Ag
greements (SLA
As) - of the hosted services, whiile
reducing the Totaal Cost of Ownerrship (TCO) and
d emissions.







Liifetime Based Design. Exissting data cennter design
appproaches are focused on assimilation oof discrete
coomponents into an operationall infrastructure that meets
run
untime objectivees, such as perfformance and ccost targets.
Frrom a sustainabillity perspective, however, the ennvironmental
im
mpacts are distribbuted across the llifecycle of the ddata center –
inccluding the extrraction of raw m
materials, manuufacturing of
thee components aand building, traansportation, operation, and
ennd-of-life. An integrated appproach is nneeded that
inccorporates Desiggn for Environm
ment (DfE) princciples across
thee lifecycle, whhile allowing thhe data center designer to
evvaluate the necesssary runtime obbjectives. Such an approach
reqquires expertise in subjects likee the environmenntal sciences
ass well as softwaree development.
Sccalable, Configgurable Resourrce Micro-gridss, The data
ceenter is built with flexible components w
within each
inffrastructure thatt provide the abbility to vary rresource use
dyynamically accorrding to demandd. Examples incluude variable
sppeed fans and ppumps in the cooling infrastrructure, and
virrtualization in the IT infrastrructure. Necessaary subjectmaatter expertise sspans mechanicaal and electrical engineering
to computer sciencce.
ng continuouslyy monitors the entire data
Peervasive Sensin
ceenter. There are m
many measures of interest in a ddata center meeasures that aree required to gauuge and affect ddemand-side
ussage.
Kn
Knowledge Disccovery and V
Visualization. Knowledge
disscovery and visuualization (or vissual analytics) iss a family of
maathematical toolls for detecting,, predicting andd visualizing



patterns and
d anomalies, and
d can provide beetter insight to th
he
administrato
ors and agents that
t
manage a data
d
center [4],[5
5].
Subject maatter expertise ranges from data
d
mining an
nd
analytics, to
o domain knowleedge.
Policy-Baseed Control. Therre are some deciisions that must be
b
made too freequently or that are too complex
x for humans to be
b
effective arb
biters. A policy-b
based control sy
ystem enables reaaltime control of data centerr infrastructure components
c
– IT,
I
power and cooling
c
– based on control theorretic techniques. It
utilizes each
h of the previou
us layers to conttrol and provisio
on
resource usse across the data
d
center baseed on sustainab
ble
operating po
olicies (like min
nimization of en
nergy consumptio
on
or emissionss). Subject matteer expertise inclu
udes control theo
ory
and domaiin expertise frrom mechanicaal and electriccal
engineering to computer scieence.

B
B. Beyond the Sustainable
S
Data
a Center: Sustain
nable Cities
Enabled by Supply
S
and Dema
and Managemen
nt
Just like the sustainable dataa center, resourcce management in
uurban infrastructture relates to holistic
h
manageement of physiccal
innfrastructure att city scale th
hrough IT tech
hnologies. Unlik
ke
inndustrial age geenerations, wherre cities were bu
uilt predominanttly
ffocusing on co
ost and functionality desired
d by inhabitants,
ssustainable citiess will require a comprehensivee life-cycle view
w,
w
where systems are designed not just for operation
o
but for
f
ooptimality acrosss resource extracction, manufacturring and transpo
ort,
ooperation, and en
nd-of-life. Howev
ver, like ancient cities, we suggeest
a return to tradittional engineerin
ng knowledge as
a a foundation of
nnew cities but strengthened
s
witth sustainability
y and IT learnin
ng
eexperiences. Indeeed, researchers such as S. Ram
makrishnan (200
01)
refer to this as “ttraditional ecolo
ogical knowledgee” [6] and explo
ore
thhe riches of triibal knowledge in North East India. Examplles
aabound in histo
orical monumen
nts: the Amberr Fort in Jaipu
ur,
R
Rajasthan, India,, for example, iss in an arid reg
gion and was bu
uilt
w
with intricate watter harvesting to enable a local micro-grid
m
of watter
[7].
Our supply side
s
perspectivee calls for using pools
p
of resourcces
oof available en
nergy, alongsidee design and management th
hat
m
minimizes the energy required to extract, man
nufacture, mitigaate
w
waste, transport, operate and reclaim componen
nts. This suggessts
ccreating numerou
us “micro-grids”” that incorporatte various sourcces
oof locally-sourced energy, succh as solar eleectricity or win
nd
tuurbines, that complement
c
cen
ntrally-sourced electrical energ
gy.
Inndeed, seeking available
a
energy
y in waste stream
ms to augment th
he
ddistributed energ
gy resources is key
k to improvin
ng efficiency, e..g.
uusing methane frrom waste water,, or methane derrived from manu
ure
inn local farms [8].
[
These micrro-grids need to
o be scalable an
nd
fflexible in order to
t enable a balan
nce in supply and
d demand.
The demand
d side perspectiv
ve requires prov
visioning resourcces
bbased on the needs of th
he user by applying
a
sensin
ng,
ccommunications,, knowledge disccovery and policcy-based control to
thhe flexible build
ding blocks. Akin
n to the sustainab
ble data center, th
he
fflexible building
g blocks are micro-grids
m
and other means for
f
ggenerating and distributing
d
reso
ources in the ciity. An integrated
ssupply-demand system can enablle a city to operatte and maintain an
a
ooptimal balance of
o demand and su
upply [2].

Figuree 2. IT-Enabled Architecture foor Sustainable C
Cities
Givven this framew
work, we need a new breed of engineering
professsionals trained inn the engineeringg fundamentals and the role
IT playys in the challennge of building the sustainable cities of the
future In addition, tthese engineerss need to havve learning
experieences on how work in multiddisciplinary team
ms and are
capablee of optimizing ssolutions with inpput from many pperspectives,
includinng those not teechnically relateed, like social, hhistoric and
econom
mic issues.

III. IT ANDD SUSTAINABILITTY CURRICULUM
M
A Google search on the keywoords “sustainability and IT
curricul
ulum” yields ovver 13,200,000 resultsi coveriing a wide
spectruum of answers coovering all levelss of education. O
One can also
find exxtensive dialoguue and discussioons regarding ‘suustainability
across the curriculum’ aiming at integgrating the them
me/topic into
existingg curricula [9]. Y
Yet, among the ffirst few dozen rresults, none
addresss the curriculum needed to devellop the engineeriing/technical
professsional in which IT
T and its role in sustainability arre part of the
learningg experience.
Nevvertheless, theree is a significant amount off activity in
curricul
ulum developmeent and innovaation around thhe world to
addresss sustainability issues. We preesent a detailedd review of
existingg programs in ouur prior work [100]. Curriculum ddevelopment
was onne of the key toppics presented annd discussed at thhe inaugural
meetingg of the Europpean Platform oof Universities Engaged in
Energyy Research, Eduucation and Traaining (EPUE), held in TU
Delft, iin the Netherlannds in Februaryy 2012. Again, none of the
presenttations includedd the topic off IT as fundaamental for
curricul
ulum innovation. ii Yet, of the huundreds of papeers presented
in this year’s ASEE A
Annual Conferennce, there was oonly one (1)
sessionn pertaining to inntegrating sustaiinability into thee curriculum
[11].
Our
ur key findings are that while high-quality suustainability
curricul
ula already exiist today, the majority are focused on
environnmental or sociaal issues and are housed in deparrtments such
as Enviironmental Enginneering or Urbann Planning. Few
w incorporate
coursew
work related to ccomputing or IT for sustainabilityy.
Wee believe that IT is among the veery basic disciplines required
to desiign, build and m
manage cities oof the future. M
Moreover, to
build, m
manage and makke effective deciisions, a unique professional
i

Googlle search conduccted January 19, 2012

ii

http://w
www.eua.be/eveents/past/2012/epue-inauguraleventt/presentations.aaspx

analytics; and Machine Intelligence. In addition, as many of
the devices that will be addressed will be made up of fluid
movers, compressors, and so on, knowledge of fluid
mechanics and thermodynamics will be important.

is needed: one with a blend of knowledge and skills in computer
science, mechanical and electrical engineering, economics, social
and environmental sciences, and economics, among others.

A. Innovating the Curriculum
The curriculum is one of the many variables that help
universities achieve their mission and comprises the set of
experiences a student has to go through to acquire knowledge and
develop skills, in other words, competencies.
We believe innovating or reforming the curriculum is a more
efficient approach to respond to ecosystem needs than developing
a new curriculum from scratch. In this paper we propose a very
well known, effective and efficient process to be used by
engineering and computing educators to undertake curriculum
innovation: applying the engineering problem solving approach to
innovate the curriculum. We provide a more detailed discussion in
our prior work [10],[11], including an overview of the Learning
Factory curriculum innovation model, co-developed by one of the
authors of this paper (Morell), and which won the US National
Academy of Engineering Gordon Prize of 2006 [13],[14]. This
multidisciplinary curricular innovation was successfully
conceptualized, developed and implemented in three major US
universities in a record time of 2 years. The program was designed
and implemented in response to industry needs for an engineer
with focused knowledge of product design and manufacturing. It
involved course development, learning/laboratory facilities for
student hands-on practice based activities, industry collaboration
and outcomes assessment. Since its creation, the Learning Factory
model (or some of its components) has been adopted by other
disciplines in many institutions around the world.



Pervasive
Sensing
Infrastructure,
Aggregation,
Dashboards: Electrical and Mechanical Engineering
principles will be required to understand a variety of methods
for sensing and calibration. These will need to be combined
with communications to gather data using both wireless and
wired networks. Overlapping with Knowledge Discovery,
students of this area will specialize in data aggregation
leveraging a variety of data mining principles in their
“toolkit”. Knowledge of the current generation of software
methodologies for creating user interfaces will also be
necessary to build usable dashboards for network operations
centers.



Scalable and Configurable Resource Microgrids:
Fundamental principles of Mechanical Engineering and
Electrical Engineering, specifically power systems, will drive
this area. In addition, strong knowledge of Thermodynamics,
Principles of Electricity and Magnetism will be needed to
understand energy conversion. Mechanical and Electrical
design principles will be needed to understand how to make
power grids flexible. Computer Science and Electrical
Engineering principles will be needed to understand the
means of communication with the physical grids.



Life-cycle Design: This area will require personnel trained in
Engineering Economics, Environmental Economics,
Materials Science, and Principles of Mechanical
Engineering. All these areas will need help from Computer
Science learning to build design tools e.g. software and
database solutions.



Traditional Ecological Engineering: This foundational area
will require understanding of Social Sciences, Environmental
Economics and a new area of traditional knowledge gleaned
from textbooks of the past. Understanding of Anthropology,
Botanical Sciences and Agriculture will be critical. While not
specifically addressing traditional engineering, an
understanding of the evolution of environmental policy
matters over the years will also be crucial for future
professionals.

B. IT and Sustainability Curriculum – The Need
The first step in curriculum innovation is establishing the
need. As we described in section II, IT will become a fundamental
tool for the efficient management of scarce resources that have an
impact on society, such as water, energy, waste management, or
transportation. But as we begin to understand the technical
requirements of such a holistic solution for the development of
sustainable cities, the need for engineers trained in the disciplines
required for each of these competencies becomes apparent. The
need for multi-disciplinarity and knowledge of disciplines outside
the traditional engineering discipline realm also becomes
apparent.
In Figure 2, we illustrate how the supply- and demand-side
framework of design and management principles developed for
Sustainable Datacenters may be applied to sustainable cities as
horizontal activities that, in turn, can be used to optimize city
“vertical” services such as power (energy) or transportation. Each
of these horizontal and vertical activities will require engineers
that are trained in a set of distinct competencies:




Policy-Based Control and Operation: Control theory from
a Mechanical and Electrical Engineering point of view;
Industrial Engineering to understand operations and
optimization at multi-megawatt scales; understanding of
electrical power design; and understanding of mechanical
design. This implies a “control systems thread” taught by an
Electrical Engineering department or Mechanical
Engineering department that combines Computer Science,
Mechanical Engineering and Industrial Engineering.
Knowledge Discovery, Data Mining, Visualization:
Analytics of this form will become the backbone of many
solutions in the sustainability age. The learning will be
derived from Mathematics (Advanced Statistics); Computer
Science with a focus on data mining and visualization for

In addition to this list of knowledge, engineering students will
also need to continue to develop professional skills that have been
identified by accreditation agencies such as ABET [15] and
professional societies. These include skills like working in
multidisciplinary teams, ability to communicate effectively,
awareness of business and environment needs, agility and
flexibility, among others. These skills become ever more
important for engineers in the sustainability area.

IV. SUSTAINIT: A PROPOSAL TO INNOVATE THE BACHELOR IN
SCIENCE

IN ENGINEERING (BS) DEGREE

We propose opening a dialogue among the computing and
engineering education community focused on the development of
a curriculum for the sustainability age at the BS level. We present
the first two phases of the process: needs identification and
curriculum design. Implementation and outcomes assessment,
important components of the process – would need to be
considered at a later stage.

A. The Sustain IT Undergraduate Curriculum
First, at the undergraduate level, the SustainIT curriculum
relies on engineering fundamentals in the various engineering

disciplines. Degree programs naturally inclined to provide
fundamental coursework towards this specialization (with their
respective required technical courses), include:

Computer
Science
and
Engineering:
Software
Development; Programming; Operating Systems; Databases;
Systems Architecture; Data Storage; Networking;

Electrical and Electronics Engineering: Power Generation;
Grids and Micro-grids; Power Transmission; Failure
Analysis; Semi-conductor Physics; Chip and System
Packaging; Control Theory;

Mechanical and Civil Engineering: Thermal Sciences;
Engineering Design; Solid Mechanics; Structures;
Manufacturing; Statics and Dynamics; Quality and
Reliability;

Environmental Science and Sustainability: Sustainability
Basics; Macroeconomics; Microeconomics; Environmental
Accounting; Development Theory; Waste Management;
Public Policy and Standards; Introduction to Anthropology;

Industrial Engineering: Supply Chains; Operations
management; Engineering Economics; Optimization.
Second, students wishing to earn a specialization in SustainIT
would then be required to take a series of guided electives offered
across the program, as well as complete other requirements
described below. Following the components of the Learning
Factory, the SustainIT curriculum would have the following three
features: 1) an IT and Sustainability specialization, track, minor or
optioniii within existing engineering disciplines (consisting of a
series of Sustain-IT electives available to all engineering students
to be taken across the program); 2) hands-on learning experiences
that would include industry-based projects and could entail an
internship in industry or a government facility; and, 3) a
multidisciplinary capstone design project focused on an IT for
Sustainability theme.
In keeping with the IT-enabled architecture for sustainable
cities described in Figure 2, the following is our recommendation
for a series of guided multidisciplinary electives in the SustainIT
specialization:
1. Fundamental course in IT and Sustainability that would be
required for all students wishing to complete the
specialization in each of the disciplines.
2. Six directed multidisciplinary electives focused on IT for
Sustainability, available to all engineering disciplines:
a. Policy-based Control and Operation
b. Knowledge Discovery, Data Mining and
Visualization
c. Pervasive Sensing Infrastructure, Aggregation,
Dashboards
d. Scalable and Configurable Resource Microgrids
e. Life-cycle design
f. Traditional Ecological Engineering
3. Other optional electives such as: History of Urban
Development, Ecological Engineering, and/or other relevant
social science courses in economics, public policy,
anthropology, or demographics.
This proposal acknowledges the uniqueness and particularities
of each institution. We propose a framework to innovate the
engineering and computing curriculum. Each institution or
program has the flexibility to develop these (and other courses)

iii

Curriculum innovation alternatives are dependent on each
university/program’s regulations.

that might address the need, and to adapt the ideas presented here
to their particular needs and regulations.
For example, engineering disciplines at University X would
determine the minimum credits (and number of courses), student
experiences, capstone design projects, etc. needed for the minor.
The Mechanical Engineering program might suggest the
following sequence of courses and experiences to students
wishing to earn the SustainIT specialization:
1. Fundamental SustainIT course (3 credits)
2. Life-cycle design (3 credits)
3. Traditional Ecological Engineering (2 credits)
4. Scalable and Configurable Resource Microgrids (3
credits)
5. SustainIT focused Capstone Design Project (3 credits)
Similarly, Computer Science/Engineering might suggest the
following sequence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fundamental SustainIT course (3 credits)
Policy-based Control and Operation (3 credits)
Knowledge Discovery, Data Mining and Visualization
(3 credits)
Pervasive
Sensing
Infrastructure,
Aggregation,
Dashboards (3 credits)
SustainIT focused Capstone Design Project (3 credits)
Industry internship (2 credits)

Figure 3 illustrates the various components of the SustainIT
curriculum model. As with the Learning Factory model,
teaching/learning methods must also be reformed to center on the
student’s learning and skills development. Hands-on practicebased activities, industry projects, and other activities should be
designed and integrated into the learning experience. Finally, and
as mentioned earlier, tools and rubrics to assess student learning
will also be required to continuously enhance the quality of the
program.

Figure 3: Sustain-IT Curriculum Track

B. Industry-University-Government Partnerships
The SustainIT curricula require students to have hands-on,
practice-based experiences, as well as participate in real life
industry-based projects. These are a crucial component for
developing the kind of engineers that future cities will need.
Industry and governments have a vested interest in
collaborating with academic institutions in developing these types
of curricular innovations. They will need talent to help design,
build and manage future cities. Therefore, collaboration among
industry, government, and non-profit organizations is at the heart
of the proposed model. They can assist professors in defining the
desired profile of the graduating student; provide students with
real life projects and provide students and faculty with internship

opportunities in real-life engineering settings; and share state-ofthe-art technologies being developed in research labs that could
influence curricula [16].

[5]

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Higher education is responsible for formally preparing the
next generation of business leaders, technical professionals,
government officials and educators, and plays a central role in our
increasingly technology-based societies and in addressing local,
regional and global challenges. The education of computing
professionals and engineers must prepare them for the multidisciplinary nature of the problems they will face.
IT is an important foundation to design, build and manage
cities of the future. There is a need to initiate a dialogue around
the globe to develop the human resources desired to address future
requirements in these areas. As a first step in curriculum
innovation, the authors have described the needs for curriculum
innovation for the sustainability age and propose a roadmap for
innovating the engineering and computing curriculum at the
Bachelor’s level, called SustainIT. This paper is intended as a
baseline and foundation for dialogue among the engineering
education community of stakeholders. We encourage not only
dialogue around the creation of a novel curriculum model such as
the one we describe here, but also a dialogue around a reemphasis on fundamental engineering principals that includes
hands-on learning experiences and experiments that teach
problem solving and design, and that provide a solid basis for
multi-disciplinary engineers who can integrate traditional
engineering with information technology to address the new
sustainability challenges facing our society.
The authors recognize that more in-depth research around the
world must still be done on 1) integration with existing
sustainability and IT curricula and, 2) current and future
employers’ needs. In addition, curriculum options in sustainability
and IT should be developed at the Philosophy Doctorate (PhD)
and Masters (MS) degree levels to complement the Bachelor’s
(BS) degree proposed herein. The latter will be critical to
advancing this burgeoning research innovation agenda.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]
[13]

[14]

[15]
[16]
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